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DRAFT DlTERNATIONAL CONVENTION ON THE ELUvIJJm.fiOIT OF,ALL FOBHS OF, ;RACIAL . ,:"
DISCRIMINATION (A/5035, 5603; E/CN.4/865, 873'; "E/CN>hjTJ.67'9.;.j;,.683/:t ..684/Rev;.J.,
L.685, L.686; E!CJ:1.·4/Sub;2.!23lt and Add. I" 'aild2)' (~ontinued)

'. " : :,' Mr.HAKIM (Le,banon) introduced the joint Lebanese-Philippine amendment

(E/CN.~IL~686), which ~eplaced the corresponding: amendments in the Lebanese

(E/CN;·4/t.682) and Philippine (E/CN.4/L.683) proposals.

'. The Italian amendment. had the merit of removing from the preambular paragraph

beginning tlConcerned" a passage which did not logically beloDB in it, 'and ·also of
,'y •

adding the worthy concept of "building ••• a universal society free from all foms

of segregation and racial diccrlmination" (E/CN.4/L.685, provisional translation).

He would suggest, however, deleting the 'Words "as quickly as possible" in the

second part of the amendment, as that would make the resultant paragraph clearer

,and stranger. Also, the Italian amendment would render superfluous the last part

of the final preambular paragraph, beginning with "and to secure"; that passage

.should be deleted and the next line altered to read "The Contracting states have

agreed as follows:".

Mr. MOROZOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) believed that the

sponsors of joint amendment E!CN.4/L.686 had been wrong not to retain the notion

that the Charter imposed on Members the obligation of ensu~ing universal respect

for human rights. The word ltuniversal" in that conte:A'"'t meant the entire

population of a given country, and surely all States, must ensure universal

enjoy.n.ent of human rights in that sense. He hoped that the sponsors would still

find it possible to alter their text.

Reverting to a matter he had raised at the preceding meeting, he ,observed

that the United states amendment to the preambular paragraph referring to the

Declarati9n on the granting of independence to colonial countries and peoples

(E/CN.4/L.684) was virtually identical with the paragraph which the United States

had proposed the preceding year to the draft Declaration on the Elimination of All

Forms of Racial Discrimination (E/CN.4/L.635 and Corr.l and 2). That text had been

accepted by the Commission on Human :Rights but had subsequently been defeated in

the Third Committee and replaced by a stronger wording (A/C.3/L.I06a/Rev.2 and Add.J.).

/ ...
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(Mr-=-.!>IorozovJ USSR)

The United states delegation was now tr-,r-ing to revive a formula which had only

a few months earlier been rejected by the General Assembly. The USSR delegation

could, on the other hand, accept the Philippine amendment to paragraph 3

(E/CN.4/L.683), since it preserved the idea supported by the General Assembly - that

the practices of segregation and: discrimination connected 1dth colonialisn should be

brought to a speedy and unconditional end. The United states and United Kingdom

delegations seemed anxious not to mention that idea in the draft convention, but

he doubted that the Commission would agree to l'etreat from the statement approved

by the General Assembly.

The Italian amendment (E/CN.4/L.685, provisional translation) employed the

eqUivalent of the word Ifsociety" in Russian, whereas the proper word was "col11!llUIlity' ~

the former referred to a homogeneous group, while the latter referred to groups

of the kind represented by the United Nations - different countries living in

association with each other. He could support the Italian amendment if the Russian

version was suitably modified.

Mr. BRILLANTES (Philippines) said that for the sponsors of joint

amendment E/CN.4/L.686 to modify their text as requested by the USSR representative

would be a reversal of their position, which was to adhere as closely as possible

to the terms of the Charter. The USSR representative should note, however, that

the idea of an obligation on Member States vlaS implicit in the words "all States

Members have pledged themselves lt
•

Mr. CHAKRAVARTY (India) recalled that, in the light of the Commission's

discussion, the Lebanese representative had submitted an amendment to preambular

paragraph 1 (E/CN.~/L.682) based on Article 1, paragraph 3, and Article 56 of the

Chart~r. . The Philippines had introduced an amendment to the same paragraph

(E/CN.4/L.683) which was based on Articles 55 and 56 and had the additional merit

of brevity. But the joint amendment now proposed by the ~ese and Philippine

delegations (E/CN.4/L.686) merely added a redundant phrase, lengthening the·

Philippine text without improving it. He therefore asked the two sponsors to

consider restoring the original Philippine amendment to preambular paragraph 1

(E/CN.4/L.68;), with the addition of the 'Words "to ensure".

/ ...
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(Mr. Chakravarty, India)

With respect to the neV1 paragraph proposed by Italy he agreed. "With the·

USSR representative that the expression "community" was. better than "SOCiety".

~..issTABBA:RA (Lebanon) 'said that her delegation V10uld consult with

the Philippine dele~ation and draV1 up a revised text to meet the objections of

the Indian delegation.

Mr. BRILIANTES (Philippines) thought that the Commission, in

describing United Nations activities, should be careful not to depart from·

established terminology. It would therefore be preferable, in the new paragraph

proposed by Italy (E/CN.. 4/L..685), to replace "universal society" by.llworld

society", an expression which had been used in the final preambular paragraph

of the Declaration on the Elimina:tion of All Forms of Racial Discrimination.

Mr. MOROZOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) remarked that in

the case of the Declaration, the words "world society" in the English.te~ had

been translated ip,to Russian as "vsemirnoe soobshchestvo", 'Which meant

"V1orld community".
:,, ..

Like the Indian representative, he had some .doubts conG~rning the joint

amendment (E/CN.4/L.686). That text· did not adequately express the' idea

contained in the Sub-Commission's draft of preambular paragraph 1 (E/C1r.4/873) that

the struggle against all forms of racial segregation and.r~c+al discrimination

'Was an obligation which Member states had assumed by signing the United Nations

Charter.

Mr. SPERDUTI (Italy) accepted the Lebanese proposal for 'the deletion

of the phrase lIas quickly as possible" in hili amendment (E/CN.4/L.685, pa':t·a.2),

and agreed rTith the Lebanese representative that the. second clause in the final

preambular paragraph of the Sub-Commissionts draft (E/CN.4/873) should be deleted

to avoid repetition. He explained that he had used the expression IIsociete

'Universellett
, because it appeared in the French text of the final preambular

paragraph of the Declal"ation on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination.

Personally he preferred the word lI~ommunity", because :i,t would stress the development

of a society of individualistic groups into a community bound ~y social ties.

/ ...
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Mr. BRILLANTES (Philippines) thought that the pro'0le:o. raised by that

expression concerned translation, not substance. The wording of the Declaration

should be followed in all official languages•

.Sir Samuel HOARE (United Kingdom) said that the joint amendment

(E/CN.4/L.686) in its intention and in most of its terms was satisfactory to his

delegation. Under Article 56 of the Charter the Members pledged themselves to

take joint and separate action for the achievement of the purposes set forth in

Article 55- Tho~e purposes were purposes of the United Nations, which the

United Nations should promote. The wording of· the joint amendment was consequently

more accurate than that of the Philippine amendment (E/CN.4/L.68}); however, it

was ambiguous in that the uni-rrfomed reader mic;l1'G a(;SUL1e that the pledge "i'laS

limited to only one of the purposes of the United Nation,s. Furthermore, the

pledge under Article 56 of the Charter was to achieve, not all the purposes of

the United Nations, but the three specific purposes set out in Article 55.
Accordingly, he suggested that the words "for the achievement of one of the purposes

of 'the United Nations which is to promote" in the joint amendment should be changed

to read: "for the El-chievement of the purposes set out in Article 55 of the

Charter, which include the promotion of".

Turning to preambular paragraph }, he explained, for the benefit of the

USSR representative, that he had no responsibility for the United States amendment

(E/CN.4/L.684/Rev.l). He had merely examined the Declaration on the granting of

independence to colonial countries and peoples, and had noted that the

Sub-Commission' 5 text (E/CN.4/873) and the Philippine amendment (E/CN.4/L.683)

did not accurately ci'te the two relevant preambular paragraphs of the Declaration,

whereas the United States amendment (E/cn.4/L.684) cited one paragraph accurately

but omitted the other. The United States representative had then agreed to

complete the text. It would be desirable to turn preambular paragraph 3 into a

precise statement of what the two preambular paragraphs of the Declaration on

the granting of independence to colonial. countries and peoples actually said. If

the Commission could not agree on that, it might as an alternative adopt as

preambular paragraph , the language of the fourth preambular paragraph of the

Declaration on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination~ He did

/ ...
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(S5.r Samuel Hoare , United Kin5d~) ,

not wish in any way to modify the substance of the Sub..Commission' s draft on that,

pOint; his concern was merely just to en~~e that documents were accurately cited.

His delegation could accept the new paragraphllroposed by Italy

(E!CN.4/r..685), as orally amended.. ,

l~s.TREE (United States of 'America) pointed out that the USSR

representative had confused her amendn:l:ent (E/CN.l~/L.684) with the text of the

same preambular paragraph adopted by the Commission at its nineteenth session and

transmitted to the General Assembly. However, her delegation agreed with the

substance of the Philippine text (E/CN.4/L.683) and would be prepared to support it.

She would therefore not press her amendment to a v6te~

Mr. BENITES (Ecuador) said that the r-ommission should distinguish clearly

between the concept of a universal or world society to which the Italian amendment

(E/CN.4/L.685) referred and that of a world community. A "society" was generally

founded on mutual interests, inspired by material values and ,dependent on the

maintenance of a balance of power among the various components. A '~community" 1 on

the other hand, was founded on a conaensus of opinions or,convictions, inspired

by spiritual values and dependent for its cohesiveness on genuine co-operation

among its members. The present era was one of transition from a "society" to a.
"COIIJInUnity" 1 With aspirations towards the ideal of a "world community" ... He .

suggested that the ter~ "intern~tiona.l community;' would be 'a more realistic, one

to use in the. new paragraph proposed by the Italian delegation.

Mr. NEDBAILq (Ukrainian So~et Socialist Republic) supported thattem~

as it'reflected the fact that the world was made up of diverse societies in

relationship with one another. He hoped that the Italian'delegation could find

some way to 'indicate clearly that it ,was not only for the future community of

nations that racial discrimination must be eradicated, but also for the existing, .

world community. Care mU,st be .. taken to ensure that the meaning of the text was

the same in all the offic'1al languages.

/ ...
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~ER!IDUT~ (Italy) assu.'Led the Ub.'!linlan repreEcnt:3;ti-.re that it was

. elear from tbe first pa.rt of his p:copoGed neu p'll'a31'a,h that all exj sting racial

discrimination was to 'be eradicated.~ He '1as prepared to accept the Ecuadorian'

suggestion to replace tbe words "U::li.versal society l1 in his text by tbe expression

uinternational coranunity".

~RILIANTES (PbilippiiJ.es) felt that while it had been fitting, in·the

Declaration on the Elimination of' All Form~ of Racial Discrimination, to introduce

the new concept of building a' future worlJ. commJIlity free from all forms of

racial segregation and discrimination, the injection of that idea into the

convention, a lega~v bindJ.ng instrument, might lead to controversy.

Mr. SPERDUTI (Italy) pointed out that tbe idea of such a 1vorld community

had already been ex.pressed in article 28 of the Universa.l Declaration of Human

Rights in more comprehensive terms. It should be understood in the context of

the whole paragraI'h and of the whole preamble in relation to the problem of

eradicating racial discrimination.

Mr. BENlTES (Ecua.dor) observed that history bore out the fact that the

world bad progressed towards acceptance of tb,e concept of an international

community based on co-operation among nations. The mere fact that the League of

Nations had been succeeded by the United Nations, an Organization whose Charter

enjoined upon its Members to alter the past relationships between States and

strive towards international co-operation, substantiated that view.

The meeting rose at 6.10 p.m.


